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Salutations and thank you for joining me this afternoon for a peek at the Martin Museum of Art Collections Crowdsourcing Project.  The purpose of the program was and is to digitize the museum’s permanent collection for presentation in an online crowdsourcing venue, in this case, a blog, with the hope of gathering identifying information for each work of art such as artist, title, date, using transcriptions of text, leading artistic and historical questions, and providing an open forum for discussion.



What is 

Crowdsourcing? 

• Also spelled, crowd-sourcing.

• Multifaceted

• The origin of  crowdsourcing is 

unknown, but it began …

• in 2004-2005

• with television, viral videos, 

information service providers, such 

as the National Health Museum in 

Washington D.C. searching for 

existing photos of  pandemic 

illnesses to supplement text in a 

kiosk program. 
All images on this slide are used with permission from Microsoft.
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What in the world is crowdsourcing? When I began this project I had no clue what the term meant or even how to spell it correctly. I spent the summer and early fall researching the kinds of crowdsourcing opportunities there are and testing a sampling of venues. From this exploration, I gathered that crowdsourcing is multifaceted. It can be employed by any type of entity, non-profit or for-profit, for which crowdsourcing was originally intended. The flexibility of crowdsourcing allows it to be molded into a range of interactives, from simple tagging of images used by most art museums (Tags are adjectives, words, used to describe a work of art. It presents the museum with data as to which mediums, stylistic periods, and artists are the more popular) to archival transcriptions of significant historical documents, and expensive, technologically advanced gaming platforms.At its basic level, crowdsourcing begins with the object, or in this case a work of art. The staff identify the need to fill in the gaps of primary information on the item. They do not have the time, human resources, or possibly the funding to devote to an expensive or time consuming venture for a full research of the collection. The museum develops a program to digitize the collection and locate missing data. The program is made available online for accessibility to the collection and to reach a wide audience. The museum markets for the appropriate audience, either a target audience interested in the museum or the kind of collections the museum displays, in the hope of collecting research to improve the collection. The research is then filtered and incorporated into the registration database and permanent files for the collection.  (Text displayed on the slide was not read off during the presentation. The additional information was meant as supplementary to the spoken word for the audience in bettering their understanding of the history of crowdsourcing in a short amount of time).Additional Notes: Crowdsourcing (or crowd-sourcing) was adapted in 2003-2004 as supplemental research and volunteer outreach for completing tasks for-profit and non-profit institutions did not have the time, human resources, or financial backing to accomplish. The first use of the term I have been able to find is in Jeff Howe’s article for Wired “The Rise of Crowdsourcing.” (June 2006) http://archive.wired.com/wired/archive/14.06/crowds.html?pg=1&topic=crowds&topic_set=. Crowdsourcing in the early years was used for simple viewer acknowledgment of the popularity of topics, such as viral videos which were then shown on the show, Web Junk 20. Amazon’s Mechanical Trunk which hosts a site to locate volunteers adept at skills computers can not observe, such as collecting identifying information in documents. The National Health Museum in Washington, D. C. was under development and with little funding needed in expensive photographs to supplement text in the kiosk program designed to identify and explain infectious and pandemic illnesses. The museum found images online from the public in a site called iStockphoto, an early form of Flickr and other online photograph sharing and gallery platforms. 



the Martin Museum of  Art 

The Mission Statement 

The Martin Museum of  Art, Baylor University, is 

committed to the advancement and 

understanding of  art through an active program 

of  collections, stewardship, conservation, 

innovative exhibitions, education, interpretive 

programs, and special events to serve and enrich 

Baylor University and the public communities of  

Waco and Central Texas. The Museum serves as 

a vital resource for teaching and scholarship in a 

broad variety of  disciplines, including, but not 

limited to, art history, art appreciation and studio 

art.
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How does this benefit and serve the mission statement of the Martin Museum of Art. First and foremost, for those of you here that are not familiar with the MMoA, it is located across the street (presentation given at the Mayborn Museum of Baylor University) in the Hooper-Schaefer Fine Arts building on campus. With a staff of 3-5 on a given day, limited time, funding, and human resources, volunteers provide an extra pair of hands in the midst of exhibitions, publications, and educational programs.  For the Martin, this was an opportunity to reach out to the community for assistance in developing its collections research, but also to create a partnership between the museum and the community. To network with the community, in particular the students and faculty of Baylor University, from which I hear on numerous occasions, “We have an art museum?” The museum has the potential of making an impression on the community of Waco, Texas, and the nation. In collecting visitor participation statistics, I saw we reached as far as Russia, a global populace interested in art. From the visitors, we can learn about their perceptions of the museum and what in the collection or of art in general the public is interested in viewing, especially for exhibitions. The blog did at as a virtual gallery as well as a research generating platform. We could begin to present works too fragile, rare, or sensitive to the environment to be displayed in the permanent galleries. It is an opportunity to further the mission by creating accessibility to the collections and educational points, as well as providing a service to the museum to better the collection with research.



• Digitize & publish 1 sub-set of  the Permanent Collection.

• Name Recognition, Research, & Exhibition.

• Instituting an Edublog as a crowdsourcing platform.

• Collecting Statistical Data. 

• Conducting a Survey. 

• Marketing with Social Media, Flyers & Email. 

Project Goals
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This slide presents us with an outline of the process, though further details will be expressed in the succeeding slides. A) I began by digitizing one sub-sets (collections) under the Permanent Collection. Originally I had planned to have two collections for garnering a variety of art enthusiasts, but time was not on my side. Instead, I set my sights on the H.E. Maston Collection donated works on paper with difficult signatures to transcribe and contemporary artists I had struggled to recognize or find biographical information.B) To reiterate, I hoped to place these pieces online to gather necessary research, but throughout the posting process I was able to make a gallery for those who wished to just view art for its beauty. Also, I came to realize what a wonderful way the blog gave the museum name recognition. C) I chose to create a blog from Edublogs under the WordPress platform. A blog is both affordable for the museum in that it is free, but it is also simplistic. Any individual with a range of technical knowledge can navigate and manage the blog. As an added bonus, the university already has an account for which I can incorporate the museum’s blog giving the museum additional security and free maintenance beyond my capabilities. D) Once posting commenced, I collected data using preset filters on the blog, Google Analytics, and a survey to evaluate visitor interest.E) I undertook a small marketing scheme to initiate the audience into the online collections forum through flyers on-campus, personal emails, and existing social media accounts with the museum.



Selection of  the Collection
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The first step of the project was selecting an assortment of artwork from the permanent collection. To expedite the process in locating works in need of research, I exported the contents of the FileMaker Pro database of just the permanent collection into a spreadsheet. I then highlighted those pieces with missing data, color coded by field (artist, title, date, etc.) for efficiency and updated with letters defining a work’s progress in the project. I worked in batches in order to post in January and activate the blog, afterwards I could select a new batch on which to process. Many of the works were stored in the same locus, which simplified processing by pulling all of those works first, and continue by location and not just missing entries. 



Photographing & Watermarking

Top Left: Original Photograph; Right: Finished Product with Watermark

Bottom Left: Photoshop Rendering 
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Once I identified of the crucial works of art, photographing could commence using the museum’s digital camera, capturing a full view of the front and the back in addition to close ups of significant texts and markings for identification. I used Adobe Photoshop to make corrections in the photographs, since I am not a professional photographer with a mock studio in the back of collections utilizing the resources available at the museum, in this case white linen backdrops and desk lamps. I took the added step of positioning a watermark in the photographs to protect them from public misuse with an additional notification of copyright in the metadata on the blog and within the post.



Building a Blog – Setting Up

• Cohesive Appearance 

• Gallery

• Regulation & Monitoring 

• Anonymity

• Trial & Error

Right Image: Used with permission from Microsoft.
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I had to create a blog from scratch, knowing little about blogging, html coding, and technology in general the project was a challenge.A) I began with adjusting the applications for discussion, posts and comment regulation to ensure greatest clarity and definition for the blog, in conjunction with monitoring for unsavory language and spam. I also established controls to simplify the process for the museum staff and the visitor in commenting and utilizing the blog. I set limits in place for myself to contain my own pithy commentary to brief explanations to not draw out the monologues of the posts and pages bogging down the visitor with unnecessary information or deterring interest. B) I then preceded to design the appearance of the blog. I went for a contemporary and neutral setting and a gallery style of posts as thumbnails to create a virtual gallery for those hesitant to participate on a scholarly level but more interested in art for its beauty. You will see a sample of the homepage where the gallery is available on the succeeding slide. I wanted elements like color scheme to develop a sense of cohesion with the museum's existing social media accounts. Furthermore, I worked with the Educational Coordinator to develop this cohesion and discuss the use of the museum’s logo as a signifier of the voice of the museum rather than a single staff member. It was more important to maintain the museum’s presence as the designer of the program to yield more research from visitors willing to participate confident their comments are for an institution not an individual. With this said, it was apparent that I needed to proof all text in the voice of the institution and not myself. I had been writing as a student and professional in the field, not for the public, for whom the museum serves. Certainly, later in the process language in the posts and pages were altered to meet the general public’s interests and a general level of understanding of art. C) After all most of what I created was based on trial and error. I did not know what html coding was when I began the process, or much of the terminology incorporated into the settings and assistance pages on the blog. I was able to constantly read about how to structure the blog and adapt for the public’s needs.



Building a Blog - Pages

Left: Blog Homepage Right: Introduction Menu Page
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The decision to create stagnant pages as informative guides to the blog came from exploring other museum websites and a myriad of blogs. I turned my pages into navigational tools in the menu bar located at the top of each blog page. I chose three standard informational pages found on many websites to name the museum as the benefactor of the project and discuss who and where the museum are with the “About the Museum”, “Contact”, and “Plan a Visit” pages. Moreover I realized a need for a welcome page to explain why the blog exists called “Collections Research – An Introduction” accompanied by an “Instructions” page for explaining basic navigation and how to interact with the posts provided. 



Building a Blog - Posts

Left: Original

Right: Revised
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Originally posts consisted of the same format each week of a title, series of photographs, and an accompanying set of leading questions. The consistent format was meant to make posting easier on myself, however not all visitors learn from or can interact with the given format. Some visitors were not interested in answering those questions or reading the text. Some visitors did not understand what information the museum wished to gather. Colleagues and relatives mentioned the text seemed more like a school assignment than a scholastic adventure. As visitation and comments began to dwindle and the results of a survey on the interest in art and the format of the posts showed a dislike in the current format, I made changes to the blog. Posts evolved into a friendlier demeanor and a variety of formats to generate interest for all types of learners and audience members, whether knowledgeable of art history or not.



Posts, Cntd.
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If you have never been an administrator of a blog like myself, you may not be familiar with the inner workings of the editing mode. I wanted to have a sample image for all of you to view. As you can see, I have a dialogue box for entering my images and text followed by built in visitor statistics. To the side are areas for the creation of tags or descriptors for the art, categories to organize the posts, and my favorite, a pre-scheduling application to publish itself at a consistent time.



Evaluation
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By the time the collection was digitized and the first posts generated, I realized that though this project is based in collections, I am following the four step process of creating an educational program I had learned in my museum education course. I had found a need, sought an audience, selected the works of art to support the need, was in the process of defining the logistics and how to reach the audience through effective use of a multitude of learning styles, but I had not taken a moment to evaluate. There are three forms of evaluation: front-end, completed at the beginning of a program, formative evaluation, which is conducted throughout the design and implementation of a program, and summative evaluation, completed at the end of a program. Front-end evaluation looked at the museum’s resources and the need to gather research. I could not conduct a summative evaluation since the project is a blog which constantly evolves with the public’s interests and would continue beyond my tenure. I looked at two kinds of formative evaluation, statistical analysis and a survey to measure the satisfaction of the visiting population with the blog posts and the success of the project. The evaluations were quantitative, or numeric based results, so another form of qualitative, evaluation would be beneficial to further understanding the visitors’ interests and needs.



Statistical Analysis –
Blog 
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This built-in feature allowed me to track visitation to the site. Graphs are wonderful for visualizing a thirty day outlook, but it cannot measure the totality of the site’s activity, nor can it provide any significant insights other than numeric analysis. I recorded daily the visitation to each post on the site in a spreadsheet, which presented a means of comparing posts. For instance I could see which posts were more popular, especially in an artistic vein. Why are traditional or prints of recognizable imagery more popular then contemporary abstract works of art? Why did this post do so well this week and not the next? In addition, I could see the level of interest in the project as changes were made to formatting and language. 



Google Analytics
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Over the course of my research on crowdsourcing, I read about a university that had managed to track on-campus and off-campus visitation to the university’s website. I had neither the technical skills or time to learn such coding. I could not for the life of me contact the producers of the program. However, I discovered Google Analytics which can do that for me, as well as cities, new and returning visitor percentage and other fields, which I recorded weekly in a spreadsheet. With the insertion of this program into the project, I understood the importance of name recognition and the power of just knowing of the museum and its collections. Perhaps that individual will want to visit the museum in person, or contribute to the museum by volunteering or through donation. There seemed to be endless possibilities. 



Conducting a Survey
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Through the course of preparing the blog, I wanted to speak with visitors on their perceptions of the blog. I decided to conduct a survey to elicit what kinds of art work the visitors were interested in, how often the museum should post, if the formats were effective, and if the blog was easy to navigate. No one likes doing a survey especially long ones, and personally I hate essays. I kept the length to a minimum of ten questions or less, all multiple choice. I had five respondents, but their input spoke volumes on the changes that needed to be made to generate more interest in the project, such as increasing the frequency of posts and varying the artistic mediums (I have one sample of the results available here).



Procedure Manual
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After I leave as manager of the site I wanted to put in place a footprint of the settings and process to all of the aforementioned steps. I developed instructions for the continuation of the blog in a procedure manual for the staff. A few pages of which I have provided here. 



Social Media
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Meanwhile, I began sowing seeds of information throughout campus, the community of Waco, and the nation. The museum already used Facebook and Twitter to dispense information on exhibitions and events. The Educational Coordinator and I had already been working on theme days for posts on Facebook, one of which, Collections Spotlight, became the center for disseminating images and information on the blog. The posts were set for Wednesday the same day the blog published a work of art each week. The hope was to generate interest from the museum’s existing visitors. Social Media is typically seen and utilized by a younger generation, but I did not want to exclude other generations or a traditional collegiate means of passing out information, the flyer. 



Flyers
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The flyers were meant to reach a large audience within the Baylor University community. I needed an eye catching promotion to compete with the other leaflets around campus, and something to grab the attention of those students and faculty not familiar with the museum or would not seek it readily on social media or in person. We chose to market the project as a type of puzzle or mystery to entice the viewer to visit the blog. By showing only a snippet of a work of art in a magnifying glass, the traditional symbol for a mystery, we sought to entice viewers to go to the blog to see the full image and perhaps participate. I created an additional formal flyer describing the project and a summary of the museum to send to professional organizations and academic institutions through an email to actively search for scholars or students interested in the art, art history, or history to contribute or provide suggestions for improvement. However, I struggled to fabricate a significant flyer or message for the community of Waco. 



Successes
• Extra Printed Publication

• Networking 

• Name Recognition

• Comments

• Virtual Gallery for Fragile Works

• Technical Skills
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As luck would have it, instead of a communal flyer, I had an offer for an article on the project from a reporter of the Waco Tribune-Herald. Museum’s name spread throughout the community as well as to other academic institutions and art museums. We reached out into other countries, connecting all lovers of art an art history. Even though there have been only three responses thus far, the historical context gives us new evidence to follow for completion of the records. Hopefully with continued evaluation and adoptions of new formats visitation and comments will increase. For those who do not wish to participate in research the visitors were presented with a virtual gallery for viewing fragile and rarely displayed portions of the collection. I was also able to hone in on old skills and I learned some new technological practices too.



• What is crowdsourcing?

• What is HTML coding?!

• Photographing

• Communication

• Staff

• Public

• Setting Boundaries

Challenges & Lessons Learned
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With all this said it was difficult setting myself parameters when at times I wanted to do everything, such as photographing the entire collection. Time and resources were not on my side. Furthermore, space was limited, requiring me to set up my own photography studio, using desk lamps and overhead lighting. I am not a photographer, so my skills in Photoshop and other programs came in handy. I learned a lot about crowdsourcing and its ability to create definitive partnerships within museums and between the museum and its visitors.  I still have no idea how to use html coding, though I now know for what it stands. Though I was confident in the product that would eventually come about, I learned best from trial and error and utilizing evaluation.  The most important thing I learned was to communicate as effectively as possible, to make sure you have a well-developed plan and everyone is in agreement before proceeding. To listen and write down every idea each staff member has, then to merge as best as possible those ideas to mold a program that fits within the mission of the museum. Additionally, it is important to relay to the participants of the project their significance to the museum, give them gratitude for their contributions, and help them understand the many facets of the site. 
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I would like to acknowledge those individuals and many other institutions that assisted me in the process and guided me to better results. I appreciate all of your support! 



Questions or Suggestions?

Explore … http://blogs.baylor.edu/mmoa_crowdsourcing/

http://blogs.baylor.edu/mmoa_crowdsourcing/
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I would love to open the floor to all of you for any questions or suggestions about the project you may have. I have the data files open and the blog as well for further viewing.




